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Abstract 
This lecture overviews some problems of hydrogen safety addressed by research at HySAFER Centre. 
While combustion is well-established discipline, hydrogen safety is emerging multidisciplinary area that 
heavily relies on results of studies in reacting flows. The few tools of the e-Laboratory of Hydrogen Safety 
are briefly introduced along with the details of free access to the laboratory. Examples of tools are: 
dimensionless flame length correlation; pressure peaking phenomenon; blast wave decay after hydrogen 
tank rupture in a fire. An example of forthcoming tool is presented: blast wave after delayed ignition of 
under-expanded hydrogen jet. 
Mechanism of spontaneous ignition of sudden hydrogen release is explained using results of numerical 
simulations using the CFD model validated against experiments.  
Indoor hydrogen jet fire regimes are investigated and dynamics of hydrogen fire in vented enclosure is 
demonstrated by videos for different conditions of release and ventilation. 
The results of CFD analysis of blast wave and fireball bahaviour after hydrogen tank rupture in a fire in 
the open atmosphere confirmed the importance of hydrogen reaction with air at the contact surface as a 
contributor to the blast wave strength. The dynamics of blast wave and fireball after tank rupture in the 
open are compared to that in a tunnel. The correlation for blast wave decay after hydrogen storage tank 
rupture in a tunnel fire developed at Ulster and  validated by CEA experiments is presented. It is 
concluded that tank rupture in a tunnel must be excluded by all means. 
Safety concerns about fire test protocol of the Global Technical Regulation on Hydrogen and Fuel Cell 
Vehicles No.13 are explained.  
The first ever model for tank-TPRD (thermally activated pressure relieve device) system design in case of 
engulfing fire is introduced. The research demonstrated that standard Type IV tanks with HDPE liner would 
not rupture in fire but leak through the composite wall after melting the liner if the State of Charge of 
hydrogen tank is below about SoC<50% (depends on the tank parameters). 
Underground parking safety strategy for hydrogen-powered vehicles is formulated. It is built on exclusion 
of formation of hydrogen flammable cloud under the ceiling (to prevent destructive deflagration), and 
limitation of combustion products temperature under the ceiling below 300oC. This can be achieved by 
either reduction of TPRD diameter or by use of self-venting tanks without TPRD. 
Finally, the breakthrough safety technology of explosion free in fire self-venting (TPRD-less) tank for 
hydrogen storage is explained. This safety technology allows to achieve unprecedented level of safety:  
 No blast wave!  
 No fireball! 
 No projectiles! 
 No long flames!  
 No pressure peaking phenomenon in confined spaces! 
 No fatalities and property loss due to tank rupture! 

This innovative engineering solution opens the way of inherently safer storage of hydrogen onboard of 
vehicles, at hydrogen refuelling stations, in confines spaces like tunnels and underground parking, and in 
hydrogen storage rooms on trains, ships, and planes. 
 


